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 Covers the most famous activities seniors enjoy-Facebook, Google Search, and more right now
use the Internet &#149;S. Over 38 percent of most seniors in the U.&#149;
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Five Stars Great can't wait around to get started on it.. Every senior citizen requirements this for
a reference publication on their shelf.. It's been a great help me as I am a full neophyte at the pc.
Complete Idiot's guide-Using your computer for seniors This book is the most basic that I have
already been able to find. I strongly suggest it to anyone who is pc illiterate and wants . As a
genuine senior idiot when it comes to computers, this book was very helpful. With many sections
there is a paragraph highlighted on what can go wrong and how to correct it.. Most books shed
me in the first few pages but this one was well written and leads from indicate point. It could
make a great gift for anyone just getting started with computers and introducing seniors to
them.he had brain surgery! It's exactly what I have been looking for. It is written in plain English
and doesn't presuppose any pc literacy what-so-ever.. for seniors It is extremely helpful. It is had
a need to understand why computer age. People 60 + type of book.have to get hubby out of
rehab first though. Know your computer This is a typical Idiot's Guidebook, except that it could
come in very handy for anyone not very familiar with computers. It offers basic material and a
chapter on Windows, installing and running applications, docs, photos, music and movies,
troubleshooting, making the computer easier to use, going online, surfing the web, e mail, staying
safe online, avoiding scams. There is also a glossary and a list of online resources for
seniors.The sections on avoiding scams and keeping e mails safe are especially necessary and
best for trusting fresh users. For seniors and those having physical impairments there is
information on making screens, larger and clearer and sound louder, even ways to get remote
control assistance..The minuses result from the fact this reserve was published in 2012 yet there
is absolutely no information or reference to Windows 8 which is a system that lots of want help
with. Also there is no mention of laptops, which most are purchasing rather than desk
computers, therefore there is absolutely no help with them and the laptop's requirements and
care.Whoever has not grown up with computers will dsicover this guidebook useful. I strongly
recommend it to anyone who is computer illiterate and wants to learn.
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